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Abstract

My project proposes a ‘deep-time’ lens, both in geological as well as cellular terms, as a
strategy for dealing with an anxious contemporary world. By practicing the contextualizing
of self within a multiplicity of worlds, one is able to be humbled, empathetic and (hopefully)
conscientious. My work develops across multiple mediums, and seeks out different paths
for creating immersive experiences that both highlight and promote interconnectivity. I
endeavor to find dynamic systems that can accommodate multiple subjectivities, ideally
fostering consensual indeterminacy between the work and its participants. With this in mind,
my work unfolds as series of reconfigurable fragments, where coalescence and disintegration
relay each other. I often employ layering and transparencies to manifest the collapse of
micro and macro spheres within objects and histories. My videos, objects, installations and
paintings can be read as both constituted wholes and discrete parts. As of this writing, my
work hovers in between ideas of taxonomy, the history of natural science, the interiority of
the body, and speculations about the rising of a contemporary ‘Neo-Romantic’ period.
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Researching the decomposition of Styrofoam’ turns up the following time-line:

500 years - to forever. Barring the metaphysical entanglements of an algorithm casually
throwing out ‘forever’ as an answer, Styrofoam does not decompose. According to the
EPA, styrophome makes up 30% of all landfill waste1. The polymer beads that comprise it
are resistant to photolysis, the breaking apart of molecules through light. Styrofoam will
readily break down into its component beads, ‘microbeads’, and once broken they are easily
disseminated through water pathways and land runoff 2. They are ingested by marine animals
and lodge themselves in their stomachs, thus hitching a ride back into the human body3.

Microbead particles making their way
back into our bodies is only one iteration
of the permeability between
outside and inside.
Humans modify and are modified by
the environment – it’s a two-way street
overlooked within the narrative of
victimizing Earth.

Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak speaks of ‘alterity’ as the
summation of all the unknown internal
processes within the body itself 19.
At any given point, my cells are busily
engaged, feeding, cleaning, defending themselves,
a euscocial society in its own right.
“we go through so many
bodies in each other” 9

is the future female?

Styrofoam will outlive most
human creations, possibly
humanity itself.

To be acted upon, both by those who wish to
‘harm’ her and those who wish to ‘help’ her.
To recognize the aggresively masculine, then,
within ecological language, within ecological
agendas.

virgin forest

“...“nature” in the sense of a world unaffected
by human action doesn’t exist any longer
(and arguably never did), and because the
very idea of distinguishing the natural
from the human or the social involves a
metaphysical dualism that treats human
beings as somehow outside the world instead
of acknowledging them as simply another
organism within the world...” 8

Confusing the naming of
things as the things in-andof themselves. Grids cannot
hold the liquidity of the world.
Drawing lines on maps is a
fool’s errand.

thinned out veil
between past and
future

C

Epistemological imperialisim. Thousands
of specimens were extracted from
developing worlds and sent back to
European institutions for classification.

Humboldt accumulated specimens
unceasingly, both dead and alive.
Donkeys carried the brunt of his
collecting16. Every few months he
would relieve himself of the weight
by packing his finds in crates to be
shipped across the Atlantic.

eco (greek) house

buffers against indeterminacy buffe

‘Hyberobject’, a concept developed by
Timothy Morton, names phenomena
that extend beyond the time-space
bounds of human generations, like
Styrofoam and climate change 1⁷. An
event so sprawling that is confounds
our understanding of continuity.

Taxonomic classification expresses the
innate human desire to organize the
world into systems. A similar vein exists
within mythology - an interconnected
series of passages that explain the
appearance of things. Taxonomy flirts
with the underlying idea that we can
name everything, or at least most things.

buffers against indeterminacy buffers against indeterminacy

In the work:
every piece is
reconfigurable
In the work:
something is always lost
I propose the following: disorienting one's sense of time and scale through the
cultivation of a 'deep-time' lens is a potential antidote to the contemporary
malaise of 'me-centeredness'. Traditionally, deep-time refers to geological time,
for example, the time it takes for mountains to be born. However, I would flex this
word and extend it to include the opposite side of the spectrum: the time it takes
for cells to divide, for RNA to transfer. I would venture that an awareness of deeptime, as previously defined, is inevitably humbling, and within this conscientious
smallness-of-self empathy can unfold. Humility soothes the uneasy edges of
'me' and eases the anxiety of identifying identity. Empathy keeps volition soft and
receptive to the world, like a lobster in-between molts. Of course, deep-time is
not a lens that can be consistently maintained - the body will exert itself. Desire
slinks and slips and struggles for attention. And yet, cultivating the practice of
deep-time thinking and, therefore, contextualizing oneself within a larger world,
within a multi-verse of worlds (perhaps, though, staying in our known dimension,
so as to avoid being flung too far out) is a strategy for resisting the tyranny of
normalization, self-righteousness and fear.

Richard Dawkins coined the term ‘extended phenotype’ to argue
that the phenotypic characteristic (i.e. the expression of genes)
of a species are not limited to manifestations on the body itself
(color, whisker length, enlarged feelers, etc) but extend into the
environment itself 1⁸. For example, a spider’s web, a beaver’s dam, a
human’s house. In this sense, again, the boundaries between
inside and out blur, and the immortal gene,
merely hitching a ride in our temporary flesh bags, carries on
carelessly. One then imagines, if the extended phenotype was a
pigmented aura around individuals, a kaleidoscope of shifting
interactions, multicolored Venn diagrams flickering in and out of
existence.

teleos (greek) ‘purpose’

Third wave capitalism modal
personality pattern:
“me-directed narcissism, anxious,
external goals (money, status) 14

I was in a taxi with people I did not know well. One
girl, animate, aimless, chattered happily about her job
in the corporate office of a transnational corporation,
infrastructurely inclined. She talked about the expansion of highways, the multibillion contracts, the plans
for making the drive to Acapulco take two hours
instead of three. “Oh, how convenient!” exclaimed
the other former strangers.

body without organs

because if it’s not love, its
the bomb that will bring us
together

“what does it mean
to love someone?..to
join them to mine, to
make them penetrate
mine, and for me to
penetrate the other
person’s. Heavenly
nuptials, multiplicities
of multiplicities” 10

I spent a year collection hopping. A month in
the mollusk collection, a month with the fish,
and so on, until I’d covered all eleven zoological
collections in the Department of Marine Biology
at the National Autonomous University of
Mexico. I made ten drawing per collection, two
or so per week, each session three hours. Three
hundred and sixty hours to make one hundred
and ten drawings.

I was the carcass, in foliage, warm underbrush and flesh sprouting together. Dappled
light, dap dap dap, and my voice coming from around me, speakers off-stage. The
scene expanded but didn’t grow. Sepia tones of old-master underpaintings, amber
light, streaks of opera pink. The story doled out from that off-stage voice, the story
of my demise, for I was, of course, already dead. My off-er, executioner, executionist,
like my voice, off-stage, and I could only see the diorama of myself, could only wait
for him (it was a H I M) to reappear to finish pealing of my sprouting flaking skin.
There was a car, off-stage, and it was blue and warm under the sepia lights. My pasttense body gave off low, constant heat, conjoining itself to the warmth of mycena,
melanoleuca moss, marasmius ,liquens, lactarius, a myriad of mushrooms talking to
each through vast networks that crisscrossed flowering flesh.

Ensconced in the idea of progress
is a teleos, that is, the conception of
an inevitable triumphal forwardmarch. Within the dictates of
production, ‘hard work’ become a
moral issue (where hard-work is
equated with goodness)Progress is
the legitimizing of more .

Eco (en español), a nymph, besotted by
Narcissus, himself besotted by himself,
dissolved into disembodied voice on
account of unrequitted love.

buffers against indeterminacy buffers against indeterminacy
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The human eye has a two-mile range for
perceiving extended objects in space. I
see a sea of cranes, two miles worth in all
directions, two miles worth of building
buildings for the entirety of an hour-long
ride into downtown Shanghai. The city is
neon lights, the future as imagined from
the past, and where I live the steady stream
of ships only goes in one direction down
the river.

E
C

international scientific intelligencia.

Reductionisim in science is akin to
specializaition in capitalisim - both are
modes that deny the view of the whole.
Reducitionist thinking leads to pesticides
that create superbacteria, farming that
creates errosion. One can’t move one piece
without disturbing the whole.

eco-, a readymade modifier, to
be slapped on any product and
rendered beatific. Like a tiny bit
of code.In abundance, it breeds
innoculation.

Whatever Adam called every living creature,
that was it's name. Everything that flew and
swam and slithered, taking unto himself
dominion over every creeping thing.

nature. Dashing young man.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe: 18th century
Prussian Romantic poet and writer par excellence. Portly older man.
Joseph Banks: 18th century, British,
naturalist. President of the Royal Society in
London and patron saint of the Romantic
botanical expedition. The Godfather of

nostos (greek) homecoming

In the work:
the body completes the piece

wait till Thomas Kuhn
shows up

buffers against indeterminacy buffe

‘...the average American does not think
that crime is down and that they are
safer...the current view is that liberals
have a set of statistics which theoretically
might be right, but its not where human
beings are at...people feel more threated..
as a poltical candidate I’ll go with what
people feel, and I’ll let you go with the
theoreticians..” ⁶
nostalgia

.

Scientific method as an ostensibly
neutral ground (read: rational,
masculine) that presuppose the ability
to be a detached observer. The rise
of the scientific method in tandem
with the suppresion of traditionally
feminie knowledge.

CE

The rise of 21st century "NeoRomanticisim". The contemprary
language of sentimentality,
politics and nature bear a striking
resemblence to 19th century
rhetoric.

“She put down a saucer of milk and called to a toad
which came out and drank the milk. He then sent her
out to fetch some ale, and killed the toad and dissected
it, concluding that it was a perfectly ordinary animal and
not supernatural in any way”12

Calls for
radical
intimacy

E

In a 2015 study, scientists at Stanford,
in a joint effort with Chinese
researchers, found that mealworms,
the larvae form of the darkling beetle,
are capable of subsisting on a diet of
Styrofoam. It’s the first documented
example of a bacteria breaking
down plastic in an animal’s gut.
Furthermore, the mealworm’s waste
appears to be safe to fertilizing crops
with4.

The internal ‘Other’

STR

A gendered Earth, a
female Nature. Nature as
the ultimate Romantic
project.

When we ourselves become fossil
fuels, will a new refining step
Nature as
be needed to sift through our
an ‘Other”
remains for plastic mircobeads?
In the opening scene of Ridley
Will children dig up packing
Romanticisim in reaction to Enlightenment,
Scott’s
Noah, strange metallic objects
peanuts instead of arrowheads?
when the treshold between art and science was
dot the horizon. YHWH’s children
(once again) breached. Goethe and Humbolt had
trudge across the screen, and we are
lunch for days and Joseph Banks sent naturalists to
suspended somewhere in-between the
draw the world. Cartesian ideals not abandoned but
incoming flood and our own rising
made flexible, the ‘interconnectivity’ of Nature first
seas.
We will have figured out nuclear
articulated 1⁶.
fusion by the time we could
become fossil fuels. Also, you
CAST OF CHARACTERS
couldn’t dig up a packing peanut
Alexander von Humbolt: 18th century
Prussian naturalist who traveled widely
“Romanticism is precisely
because it will already have
across Latin America. His comparative stusituated neither in choice of
dies between European and Latin American
broken down into mircobeads.
flora and landscape were foundational in the
subject nor exact truth, but in
emergence of biogeography as a field. Von
Humboldt was among first European males
the way of feeling” 5
to articulate a micro – macro conception of

¿Quien fue Falopio, que sé de él?

STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND

raping the earth
Earth is made female.

192 parts antomical parts
of the human body are named
after people. 192 of them are
men. 1⁵

decolonize the body

Conversations with Guillermo Ortiz Martinez

me: Capitalisim is predicated on growth. If
its not growing it’s in trouble...like, if Banco
de Mexico puts out low growth estimates and
everyone freaks out..but it can’t keep growing
forever? This is a finite world..
GOM: pues, sí, ¿que quieres que te diga..?

Siento gris en la memoria, gris y largo.
Quizá, de las primeras veces que me rasuré
las piernas, incursiones nerviosas contenidas en excursiones escolares. Visitámos los
prismas basálticos, todo el salón B. Olían a
sal, agudas, alcalinas. Recuerdo mis piernas
húmedas, extrañamente desnudas, demasiadas blancas. Los prismas y yo, congeniados en nuestro extrañamiento mutuo.

Last week I was fighting fruit flies in my apartment. They
started one, three, and all of a sudden were a swarm, swelling
in space, irregular and changing. In flight, their movements
are suspended and smooth, like a corrupted computer cursor
gliding dead-like across the screen. I set out cling-wrap covered
jars with rotting fruit and smoked cigarettes as I watched them
fall into my traps. Inside the jars, a smaller swarm, and they
cleaned their tiny dense bodies and rubbed their eyes and ate
the fruit and chased each other around. The males reached
out for the females and I could see their abdomens becoming
prehensile sexual organs. In three days they would have died
and a new generation would have been born. I threw out the
jars that night.

the biological archive, a
mausoleum of dead nature,
naturaleza muerta, still life
elpitlummultiple
selacs-emittime-scales
gnitsihxe-occo-exhisting

ylsuoneatlumissimultaenously

The curtains in my childhood bedroom could only be lowered by
pulling a chord at a certain angle. Perhaps at some point it was a
standard angle, but over time it became more and more idiosyncratic.
In the mornings, warm light would pour through them and turn the
yellow-red-purple-green squiggled pattern luminous. I would find the
hunter in the abstract splotches, leading ten angry dogs into the far
left quadrant where a lady bear lived. Also in the pattern: a wizard, a
family of frogs, old men in a tower, two copulating dogs. The amorous
canines were discovered only after my neighbor and I spied on our
own breeding pets from his mother’s balcony. Their struggling knotted
forms imprinted on my mind and appeared in the curtain.

libido

“A lamella is indivisible, indestructible, and
immortal – more precisely, undead in the sense this term has in horror fiction...the obscene
immortality of the “living dead”
which, after every annihilation, re-composes
themselves and clumsily goes on... lamella
does not exist, it insists: it is unreal, an entity
of pure semblance, a multiplicity of appearances which seem to envelop a central void – its
status is purely fantasmatic.” 7

In Ridley Scott’s third installment of Alien,
Ripley encounters the failed versions of
herself becoming-Alien. Zizek points to
this scene as a manifestion of an unfinished
universe, where alternate versions of
ourselves haunt us. He calls it a distinctly
modern anxiety. 11

13

A field of anuses

20
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Documentation of work

Ortiz, untitled, 2016
watercolor on paper,
epoxy resin, rods,
variable dimesions

Ortiz, verde, 2017
watercolor on paper,
55 x 86 in

Ortiz, walden, 2016
watercolor on paper,
epoxy resin, rods,
variable dimesions

Ortiz, tecnoamor, 2016
embroidery on mesh wire, rods,
variable dimesions

Ortiz, pezon atomico, 2017
pastel, ink and watercolor on canvas
59 x 47 in

Ortiz, craneos, 2017
watercolor, gauche, pencil on linen
12 x 12 x 4 in

Ortiz, should like attract like, and the wetness of
my inside clamor for the wetness of others, 2016
watercolor, penicl, pastel, ink and oil on canvas
59 x 47 in

Ortiz, buho, 2017
penicl on paper
11 x 8 in

Ortiz, head, 2017
jaw, fabric woven on copper wire
12 x 8 x 10 in

Ortiz, riesgoso, 2017
wood, fire, rock, epoxy resin
variable dimensions

Ortiz, still from installation , 2017
egg, fabric woven on wire, projection
variable dimensions

Ortiz, romance reticular , 2017
installation
variable dimensions

Ortiz, still from performance, 2017
felt, egg, human

Ortiz, documentation of performance, 2017
felt, egg, human

Ortiz, gold brooch , 2017
watercolor on paper
22 x 19 in

